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The Story Of Leo Wanta
'The 27.5 Trillion Dollar Man'
The Key Question Looms: Will The Illuminati Banksters Get the Money First
Or Will The American People Get It, As Wanta Is Legal Guardian And
Trustee On Behalf Of The People Of The United States
According to a 2003 federal court ruling by a courageous judge from Virginia,
Wanta has been authorized as legal guardian of the vast sum of money made from
profits at the end of the Cold War. In one of the most important stories of our time,
Wanta holds the 'finacial key' to the vast criiminal Illuminati banking network and
he says with the help of the American people their system can be destroyed.
By Greg Szymanski
3-26-6
The only thing standing in the way of life and death for Ambassador Leo Wanta is
he "knows where the money is hidden" and the Illuminati banksters don't.
A former U.S. Treasury official appointed trustee to a large sum of money by
President Ronald Reagan, Wanta holds the financial "golden key" to 27.5trillion
dollars, money he says now held in public trust for the American people.
To back up Wanta's trustee status as protector of trillions, a federal judge in
Alexandria, Virginia, in 2003, ruled in his favor, saying Wanta's trustee status is
legally binding and the money is rightfully the property of the American people.
The federal court case, however, has left federal prosecutors in a perplexed state of
mind, as they have not yet officially appealed the ruling, perhaps thinking it is better
to let "sleeping dogs sleep" until they get their 'cooked ducks or judges in the right
government pond."
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But the real problem, as it stands today and why the money remains in limbo, is
simply if Wanta returns the money to the U.S. Treasury, it will be immediately hijacked from the people and put into private Iluminati bank accounts since under the
present Federal Reserve and the national banking system, there are no laws
protecting the American people's money.
"Dutch (President Reagan} always intended the money be returned to the American
people to be used for roads, schools and health care," said Wanta last Thursday on
Greg Szymanski's radio show, the Investigative Journal, where the former
Ambassador spoke for two hours while still being held under house arrest in his
Switzerland home.
During the interview that can be heard in full by going to The Investigative Journal
archives at *www.rbnlive.com* <http://www.rbnlive.com/ , Wanta literally blew
the lid off the Illuminati's world wide banking scam, as well as providing detailed
information about how Illiminati banksters with help from the Bush crime family
and former President Clinton have already hijacked 752 billion dollars in what has
been called by European investigators "the biggest bank heist in world history."
Besides the large sums of money at stake and the need to revamp the Federal
Reserve and national banking laws to protect the public not private interests,
Wanta's story involves undercover intrigue and espionage at the highest levels,
providing a mystery story better than any Hollywood movie can offer.
Behind following the money, his story involves saving President Reagan's life in a
little known assassination attempt left unreported in the mainstream press (see rbn
interview), authority to arrest Marc (Reich) Rich, a meeting with Vince Foster just
prior to his untimely death and just prior to Wanta being placed in a Swiss dungeon
for 134 days when he confronted Rich, who was allowed to go free through White
House connections.
To better understand Wanta's role and the importance of his story, not to mention
how 27.5 trillion dollars could provide a good jump start to the American economy,
it's best to go back to his original assignment in the Reagan administration at the
time the Cold War was coming to a close.
At this time, Wanta, a distinguished U5 Secret Service/Treasury officer was the
primary US Financial Warfare officer engaged in operations to "collapse" the Soviet
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Empire through financial maneuvers to prevent the Soviet military devoting larger
resources to military expenditure.
For his financial plan which destabilized the Russian currency and resulted in huge
dollar profits, leading into the 27.5 trillion in trust, instead of being recognized for
his service, he was set-up by the Clinton's and the Bush crime family after being
released from the Swiss jail, sentenced to a 22 year jail term on bogus Wisconsin
state income tax evasion charges
Although recently released and protected in a sense by the 2003 federal court ruling
in his favor, Wanta has languished much of the time since 1993 in jail and now
under house arrest, the primary reason for his predicament being he audited the
Illuminati's giga-financing operation of 1989-92 too accurately far the liking of
certain high-level official crooks controlling the purse strings.
Regarding the Rich arrest in Switzerland and his meeting with Foster, Wanta said
this on The Investigative Journal last week:
"I was named Ambassador from Somalia to Switzerland and Canada as a cover to
arrest Rich. When I go there, I found myself in a Swiss dungeon and Rich was set
free. Foster was also there on behlaf of the Clinton's, asking for $250 million to be
used for The Children's Fund, which Hillary was the chairman. I thought it was to
be used for a good cause so We gave him the money.
"Later Vince attempted to help me out of my situation, but I was later notified he
was found dead and I never found out what happened to the $250 million."
Although Wanta had no idea what The Children's Fund was all about, later a
financial investigator, Marco Saba of the Organized Crime Observatory in
Switzerland wrote this about turned out to be a secret fund:
"One component of this information concerns the activities of the CIA operative
known as Mrs Hillary Rodham Clinton. For some years prior to the elevation of her
husband, Bill, a CIA operative like his ''CIA wife'', Hillary had been in control of an
organization calling itself the Children''s Defense Fund. Executive Order 12333
(1981) of President Reagan, the US intelligence services were authorised to operate
what became known as Title 18, Section 6 USG corporations for intelligence
purposes, and to deny any intelligence community connection (that is, to lie about
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their real purpose). Some of these entities have touchy-feely, welfarish titles, like
The Children''s Defense Fund. It is alleged, un the basis of intelligence community
leakages, that Hillary became accustomed to treating this fund as her own private
slush fund."
However, behind the scenes of Rich, Foster and the Clinton's, a bigger game of
world politics and deception was being played out, as Wanta unknowingly was
caught in the middle of the U.S./Soviet double-cross of the American people, as the
two collaborated to bring about an orchestrated fall of the Soviet Union.
An excerpt from an article from the Centro Studi Monetari, Arab-Asian Affairs,
Vol. 29, Numbers 8&9, December 2005, explains the backstabbing and doublecrossing going on behind the scenes when the Cold War was being orchestrated to a
close to serve the purposes of the demonic Illuminati powers pulling the strings
behind the scenes, as Wanta unknowingly serving patriotic U.S. interests was in the
middle of the whole mess:
The following are key parts of the article: THE 'TAKEDOWN' OF LEO WANTA
For rest of story, go to www.arcticbeacon.com
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Illuminati Cash 'Slush Fund'
Estimated At $65 Trillion
Illegal Federal Reserve At Heart Of Problem
As Minnesota Judge Allegedly Poisened In
1969 After Ruling Against Corrupt Banksters
By Greg Szymanski
3-23-6
The Illuminati's cash cow, grazing freely on the world wide pasture of greenbacks,
isn't called "Elsie" but instead is called the Global Security Fund, a name actually
meaning in the secret cult's language Global Terrorist Fund.
In simple terms, it's a gigantic illegal trust fund, estimated by undercover overseas
financial investigators at 65 trillion dollars, set-up for "Illuminati rainy days" and
established when it is desperately needed in a pinch for bribery, assassinations and
sponsoring world wide terrorist activities.
Recently, Ashley Mote of the European Union (EU) asked this volatile question in a
public EU meeting, a question never answered, as Mr. Mote merely by asking it was
immediately scratched from the White House Christmas card list and placed on its
top ten hit list:
"Mr President, I wish to draw your attention to the Global Security Fund, set up in
the early 1990s under the auspices of Jacob Rothschild. This is a Brussels-based
fund and it is no ordinary fund: it does not trade, it is not listed and it has a totally
different purpose. It is being used for geopolitical engineering purposes, apparently
under the guidance of the intelligence services.
"I have previously asked about the alleged involvement of the European Union's
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own intelligence resources in the management of slush funds in offshore accounts,
and I still await a reply. To that question I now add another: what are the European
Union''s connections to the Global Security Fund and what relationship does it have
with European Union institutions?
Although the fund is cloaked in secrecy and made possible by the Western
civilization's Federal Reserve banking system, investigators trying to pry into the
Illumnati's secret treasure trove have uncovered some interesting facts.
Before looking at some of the startling information behind how the "Illuminati
banksters" create money out of thin air, ask why the 1968 Minnesota Trial Court's
decision holding the Federal Reserve Act unconstitutional and void and holding the
National Banking Act unconstitutional and void was never appealed or vacated?
The answer is even the legal manipulators and corrupted high court judges can't get
around this decision, figuring it better to just let the case of the First National Bank
of Montgomery v. Jerome Daly die in the cold Minnesota snow along with Justice
Martin V. Mahoney who was found suspiciously poisoned to death six months after
he issued the ruling that exposed the illegality of what has been called the Queen of
England's illegal banking scam.
This decision, which is still good law, has the effect of declaring all private
mortgages on real and personal property, and all U.S. and State bonds held by the
Federal Reserve, National and State Banks to void.
According to legal scholars and Bill Drexler, who worked on the case with Judge
Mahoney, "This amounts to an emancipation of this nation from personal, national
and State debt purportedly owed to this banking system. Every True American owes
it to himself/herself, to his or her country, and to the people of the world for that
matter, to study this decision very carefully and to understand it, for upon it hangs
the question of freedom or slavery."
Saying this was the most important jury decision of modern times, Drexler who
was present in the Minnesota courtroom the day the decision came down, added:
The banker testified about the mortgage loan given to Jerome Daly, but then Daly
cross examined the banker about the creating of money "out of thin air," and the
banker admitted that this was standard banking practice. When Justice Mahoney
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heard the banker testify that he could "create money out of thin air," Mahoney said,
"It sounds like fraud to me." I looked at the faces of the jurors, and they were all
agreeing with Mahoney by shaking their heads and by the looks on their faces.
"Both Jerome Daly and Justice Martin V. Mahoney are truly the greatest men that I
have ever had the pleasure to meet. The Credit River Decision was and still is the
most important legal decision ever decided by a Jury."
Daly, a small town mortgage holder who had taken on and defeated the Federal
Reserve Banking System and money lenders, had this to say about the decision the
Illumnati big shots kill for, as well as making any enterprising young lawyer think
twice about tackling the Federal Reserve.
The following is Daly's own written statement about Judge Mahoney's 1968 ruling:
"The above Judgment was entered by the Court on December 9, 1968. The issue
there was simple - Nothing in the law gave the Banks the right to create money on
their books. The Bank filed a Notice of Appeal within 10 days. The Appeals statutes
must be strictly followed, otherwise the District Court does not acquire Jurisdiction
upon Appeal. To effect the Appeal the Bank had to deposit $2.00 with the Clerk
within 10 days for payment to the Justice when he made his return to the District
Court. The Bank deposited two $1.00 Federal Reserve Notes.
"The Justice refused the Notes and refused to allow the Appeal upon the grounds
that the Notes were unlawful and void for any purpose. The Decision is addressed to
the legality of these Notes and the Federal Reserve System. The Cases of Edwards
v. Kearnzey and Craig vs Missouri set out in the decision should be studied very
carefully as they bear on the inviolability of Contracts. This is the Crux of the whole
issue. Jerome Daly.
"Justice Mahoney denied the use of Federal Reserve Notes, since they represent
debt instruments, not true money, from being used to pay for the appeal process
itself. In order to get this overturned, since the bank's appeal without the payment
being recognized was out of time, it would have required that the Bank of
Montgomery, Minnesota bring a Title 42, Section 1983 action against the judicial
act of Justice Mahoney for a violation of the Constitution of the United States under
color of law or authority, and if successful, have the case remanded back to him to
either retry the case or allow the appeal to go through.
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"But the corrupt individuals behind the bank(s) were unable to ever elicit such a
decision from any federal court due to the fact that because of their vile hatred for
him and what he had done to them and their little Queen's Scheme, had him
murdered (same as them murdering him) just about 6 months later. And so, the case
stands, just as it was.
"Amazingly, if they hadn't been so arrogant about the value of their federal reserve
notes and paid the Justice just 2 measly silver dollars, or else 4 measly half dollars,
or else 8 measly quarters, or else 20 measly dimes, or else 40 measly nickels, or else
200 measly pennies, they could have had their appeal and would not have had to get
blood on their hands.
"As it is, they are now known for their bloody ways, and the day will come when
the American people will reap vengeance upon them for such a heinous and
villainous act. Amen."
Now almost 40 years later, the Illuminati banksters are still creating trillions out of
thin air, keeping the American people and the western world in bondage and what
amounts to financial slavery.
However, one man who may hold the key to exposing much of the illegal banking
fraud and recently released from a 20 year jail term, is former Russian and CIA
operative, Ambassador Leo Emil Wanta.
Although unavailable for comment at the time of publication but according to
another European bank fraud investigator, Marco Saba, Wanta has been released "to
active duty" and is holding 25 USD trillion in foreign bank accounts and money that
needs to the U.S. Treasury Department.
"I am trying to help him to accomplish this operation," said Saba Wednesday from
his home in Milan, Italy.
In a valiant attempt to get at the root of the Illuminati's global slush fund, author
Christopher Story's work shines a brilliant light on the Illuminati's shady and dark
financial underworld. However, when the mainstream press in England and
America were alerted about Story's findings, management at a leading London
newspaper had this to say about printing the financial expose:
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"We won't touch this subject with a thousand-foot barge pole!"
But Saba who is investigating the shady financial trail for the Observatory of
Organized Crime in Switzerland had this to say about his investigation as well as
highlighting Story's findings:
"In 1992, the Illuminati orchestrated the raising of a targeted $27.5 trillion from at
least 200 international institutions, in the biggest, secretive private placement
financing operation in world history.
"The mainstream media unfortunately failed to report this operation so the general
public is ignorant of it. The aim was to provide finance for the imposition of the
New World Order, a.k.a., the New Underworld Order, for its use throughout the
21st century.
"The euphemism for this program is the "global security environment". The
consequent monumental "Global Security Fund", which is managed in Brussels, and
is directed on behalf of the global Illuminati controller's by financial intelligence
operatives, now disposes of secret financial resources of approximately $65 trillion
for this purpose, probably far more.
"Equipped with such limitless resources, the directors of the New Underworld Order
have now amassed sufficient finance to bribe every leader, ruler, policymaker,
intelligence operative and political figure worldwide, for the rest of this century, in
pursuit of their aims. The New Underworld Order addresses the greatest crisis the
world has ever faced namely, the globalization of criminalism. What this means is
that governments, and the revolutionary New World Order cabal seeking global
governance (or control), are increasingly in the hands of criminal gangs and corrupt
power cliques that hide behind formal government positions.
"Many of the main Illuminati figures on the world stage today are compromised or
vulnerable to blackmail and other "Black Ops" forms of control. During the gigafund-raising operation, truly unbelievable sums of money were stolen, mis-routed or
misappropriated. Indeed, the ransacking and pillaging that took place was so
colossal, and the impasse while this was occurring so extended (in 1989-91), that
the international banking and financial systems nearly collapsed. Other funding
resources resulting from creative financial warfare and scamming operations are
hidden in accounts held by offshore corporations controlled by international
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intelligence, which is extensively criminalized and thus increasingly engaged in
mafia-style global gangland warfare .
"A brilliant light is focused by the Author into this contemporary universe of
darkness. Christopher Story's sensational new exposé provides chapter and verse on
the dark forces behind the New Underworld Order, gives detailed financial audit
trails showing where and how colossal sums have vanished, identifies the
international institutions that have had their trust abused by globalist criminals or
have themselves been corrupted by them, shows how secret Financial Warfare
operations and scams conducted by the great powers are driving the world to
catastrophe, and generally lifts the veil covering the global financial intelligence
war which the pressured mainstream media declines to monitor and report. So
exposure of these matters is obviously overdue and the New Underworld Order
performs this needed forensic function, revealing dark actors playing games."
For more informative articles and information on the federal reserve banking
system, go to www.arcticbeacon.com
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The 27.5 Trillion Dollar Man
Part 3
By Greg Szymanski
3-28-6
It seems behind every rock there is another dead body when it comes to the
incredible case of Ambassador Leo Wanta, the man holding 27.5 trillion dollars in
trust for the American people as Illuminati banksters try to rip him off on a daily
basis.
First there was attorney Vince Foster, Deputy White House Counsel to President
Clinton, found dead in a Washington D.C. park just after Wanta handed him 250
million in Switzerland for the Childrens' Defense Fund, a fund both men thought
was legit but turned out to be nothing more than a front for black ops money
considered by insiders to be Hillary Clinton's personal slush fund.
Then there was Wanta's business partner, Kok Howe Kwong, and other associates
like Freddie Woodruff and Francois de Grosseurve, all found dead, according to
Wanta, "strangely for their personal belief in our Great Nation, but by betrayal of
others with falsehoods and malice," pointing the finger in the direction of George H.
Bush and Clinton.
And now, years later, after Wanta spent a lengthy, what he calls "trumped-up"
prison sentence and now released on house arrest, the killing appears to be
continuing in an all out effort by the Illuminati to get their hands on the vast sum of
money in Wanta's control before it ever can be released safely into the hands of the
American people.
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The reason being Wanta, nicknamed the '27.5 Trillion Dollar Man', is legally
holding the financial "golden keys" to a vast sum of money made right after the
Cold War after he and others on behalf of President Ronald Reagan were assigned
to destabilize the Russian Ruble. The profits have now grown to approximately 27.5
trillion and Wanta has ben legally appointed trustee by a 2003 federal court ruling
out of Alexandria, Virginia.
And to verify the dangers behind the Wanta story due to the enormous sum of
money at stake, Marco Saba of the Observatory of Organized Crime in Switzerland,
a privately funded European crime watch dog group, this week had this to say about
the 27.5 trillion in Wanta's control:
"In January 2006 a man named 'Jack' tried to take money from one of Wanta's
accounts at UBS - Zurich. He was killed in the basement of the UBS bank.
"In March, 2006, a former undercover Swiss agent Fausto "Tato" Cattaneo, worked
closely with DEA, to defeat the Cali drug cartel in Colombia and he wrote a book in
2001 about his work to investigate the whereabouts of Leo Wanta's account in
Switzerland.
"He recently was arrested by former police colleagues and held jailed for a week in
Zurich. He has just been released. I agree that Wanta's story is very interesting and
that people want to stop him from recovering the money."
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Americans, Do You Really
Want To Save Your Republic?
Get Behind Leo Wanta Who Is
Holding 27.5 Trillion In
Trust For You!
The Bush and Clinton crime families used Wanta's Ameri-tech funds as a 'cash
cow.' instead of returning the money to the American people for roads, education
and health care. While Illuminati banksters already embezzled billions on top of
billions, documented by Wanta, the crooked Washington power brokers even
stopped him from using 5 billion in repatriation funds for Gulf Coast hurricane
relief money in 1999.
By Greg Szymanski
4-3-6
If Americans ever want to reclaim their Republic, understanding the importance of
the story behind jailed Ambassador Leo Wanta is a good starting point. In fact, the
Wanta case may prove to be the "story of the century" even though it is cloaked in a
complicated web of financial accounting, mystery and intrigue dating back to the
end of the Cold War.
For starters, as unbelievable as it sounds, Wanta is the legal trustee according to a
2003 federal court ruling of more than 27.5 trillion dollars in repatriation assets held
in overseas accounts and under protection for the American people.
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The vast sum of money, now held in trust, are the fruits of exorbitant profits from
Wanta's financial scheme to destabilize Soviet currency at the end of the Cold War
after being assigned the task as a U.S. Treasury agent under President Ronald
Reagan. (See Arctic Beacon story at http://www.arcticbeacon.com/26-Mar-2006.
html .)
Of course, if the money is released, Wanta is due a hefty sum for his own personal
use, a fact which scares his Illuminati enemies, including the Bush and Clinton
crime families since he will immediately become one of the richest men in the
world able to wield enormous power.
But in a conversation this week from his Switzerland home, where he is still being
held under house arrest for what he calls "bogus" Wisconsin state tax evasion
charges, he promised to use all repatriation monies released to him for the "good of
the American people" not his own personal gain.
"What needs to be done is to create a commission representing the people, using the
facts in my case to expose politicians, forcing them to use the money for the public
good not for their own benefit," said Wanta in an extended conversation from his
Swiss home, suggesting his case could be used as financial leverage to once and for
all change the corrupt Federal Reserve banking system.
According to binding contractual terms in the 2003 federal court case, under
contracts with Wanta's proprietary company, Ameri-tech, about half the money
would immediately go into the U.S. Treasury, immediately wiping out the national
debt, and the other half would be retained by Wanta and Ameri-tech.
"If the money ever gets released with full protection for the American people, I am
prepared to use the remaining sum in my private control only for the good of the
people for things like roads, education and health care," said Wanta, leaving open
the obvious question of who would the American people prefer to trust: proven liars
and criminals like Bush and Clinton or Wanta, who appears to be playing ball with
the people not the Illuminati New World Order banksters.
So the major question looms: Why is 27.5 trillion dollars still in financial limbo?
According to Wanta and other financial analysts, as the laws are written today, if the
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money was returned, it would immediately be stolen, being placed into Illuminati
bankster accounts under the crooked private Federal Reserve laws illegally
manipulating the financial future of America.
In essence, the 2003 federal court ruling protected this from happening and became
a big stumbling block to people like Bush and Clinton who wanted the money kept
under the public radar screen and secretly distributed into private accounts.
"The time has run out for a government appeal. But they never wanted that in the
first place because it was something they didn't want the public to ever find out
about," added Wanta.
And to show the secrecy and corruption going on behind the scenes, Wanta was
illegally put in a Swiss dungeon for 134 days in the early 1990's to essentially get
him out of the way.
Upon his release, he was then extradited and found guilty of "trumped up" and
nickel and dime" state income tax evasion charges, spending another long jail term
before recently being released on house arrest with 10 years remaining on his 22
year sentence.
To add insult to injury while Wanta was jailed, until the federal court 2003 ruling,
Bush, Clinton and their Illuminati minions found a devious way to use Wanta's
Ameri-tech funds as their "own personal cash cow."
To prove his point, Wanta has meticulously documented how "Bush, Clinton and
his criminal gang of thieves" have stolen more than 700 billion dollars from Ameritech accounts while in jail. (See Arctic Beacon story at
http://www.arcticbeacon.com/26-Mar-2006.html. for Wanta's accounting of the
stolen money.)
For rest of story and more informative articles, go to www.arcticbeacon.com.
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Former Ambassador Says
Vince Foster Was Murdered
Leo Wanta - 'The 27.5 Trilllion Dollar Man - Part 5
Leo Wanta gave Foster $250 million earmarked for Hillary Clinton's
slush fund disguised as the Childrens' Fund. Foster later turned up dead
and Wanta ended up in a Swiss dungeon for 134 days.
By Greg Szymanski
4-4-6
Former Ambassador Leo Wanta, jailed for years and framed by the Bush and
Clinton crime families, said during a recent radio interview there is no doubt in his
mind Vince Foster, chief White House counsel to President Clinton, was murdered
only weeks after giving Foster $250 million dollars earmarked for the Childrens'
Defense Fund.
Wanta also said Monday on Greg Szymanski's nightly edition of the Investigative
Journal that he was aware Foster was about to testify against Clinton, providing
another motive for Foster's untimely death.
Although Wanta had no idea what The Children's Fund was all about, later a
financial investigator, Marco Saba of the Organized Crime Observatory (OBO) in
Switzerland wrote this about turned out to be a secret fund:
"One component of this information concerns the activities of the CIA operative
known as Mrs Hillary Rodham Clinton. For some years prior to the elevation of her
husband, Bill, a CIA operative like his ''CIA wife'', Hillary had been in control of an
organization calling itself the Childrens' Defense Fund. Executive Order 12333
(1981) of President Reagan, the US intelligence services were authorized to operate
what became known as Title 18, Section 6 USG corporations for intelligence
purposes, and to deny any intelligence community connection (that is, to lie about
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their real purpose).
"Some of these entities have touchy-feely, welfarish titles, like The Childrens'
Defense Fund. It is alleged, un the basis of intelligence community leakages, that
Hillary became accustomed to treating this fund as her own private slush fund."
Besides meeting with Foster, Wanta was in Switzerland on an official business to
arrest the tax-evading criminal Marc Rich. But instead of bringing him to justice,
Wanta was double-crossed by Clinton as Rich was allowed to escape on a tip by
Israeli Mossad agents and Wanta instead was locked-up in a Swiss dungeon for 134
days.
Wanta's arrest, for no apparent reason, was met with strong opposition from Israeli
leader Itzhak Rabin and Foster, both objecting to the Department of State. It's
interesting to note both Rabin and Foster were subsequently killed, Foster on July
20, 1993 and Rabin assassinated in 1995.
"Foster was a religious man, happily married and why would anyone want to
commit suicide after returning with 250 million," said Wanta. "There is no doubt in
mind he was murdered as where some of my other business and political associates
who were trying to do the right thing while honorably serving their country."
Regarding the other deaths, Wanta was referring to his business partner, Kok Howe
Kwong, and other associates like Freddie Woodruff and Francois de Grosseurve, all
found dead, according to Wanta, "strangely for their personal belief in our Great
Nation, but by betrayal of others with falsehoods and malice," pointing the finger in
the direction of George H. Bush and Clinton.
The situation in the early 1990's became ugly when Illuminati banksters set their
sights on ripping-off vast sums of money in Wanta's control after appointed legal
guardian by President Ronald Reagan earmarked for the American people, not
private bank accounts
And now, years later, after Wanta spent a lengthy, "trumped-up" prison sentence
and now released on house arrest, the criminals within the government are still
trying to get at the money killing before it ever can be released safely into the hands
of the American people.
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The reason officials want Wanta out of the way is that he is legally holding the
financial "golden keys" to a vast sum of made right after the Cold War after he and
others on behalf of President Ronald Reagan were assigned to destabilize the
Russian Ruble. The profits have now grown to approximately 27.5 trillion and
Wanta has been legally appointed trustee by a 2003 federal court ruling out of
Alexandria, Virginia.
Interviewed March 23 and again on April 3 on Greg Szymanski's radio show, The
Investigative Journal, Wanta said he and Foster, as well as many other patriots
working in the best interests of the U.S., were essentially double-crossed, Foster
being murdered for "knowing too much" and Wanta being shackled and hidden
away in a Swiss dungeon and then sentenced to 22 years for a bogus Wisconsin
state income tax evasion charge.
Recently released and still under house arrest with 10 years remaining on his
sentence, an unexpected 2003 decision by a federal judge ruled he was legal trustee
of 27.5 trillion, blocking any efforts for others in government to steal the large sum
of money, now held in various overseas accounts under the name of Ameri-trust.
For rest of story and more informative articles, go to www.arcticbeacon.com
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Leo Wanta - 'The 27.5
Trilllion Dollar Man' - Part 6
Fitzgerald Probe Headed To Switzerland, Marc Rich, Vince Foster
And At Least A Trillion Dollars Of Stolen U.S. Treasury Money
By The Bush-Clinton Mob; TreasuryAgent Leo Wanta, Sent To Arrest
Rich, Tells What Really 'Went Down' In Switzerland
By Greg Szymanski
4-16-6
The Patrick Fitzgerald investigation is spilling over across the pond to Switzerland,
trying to trace the bank swindling and dirty dealings of Clinton-Bush bagman and
Mossad agent, Marc Rich.
Sources near Fitzgerald claim the crime-busting Chicago special prosecutor is
delving into why Rich was tipped off and able to evade a 1993 arrest attempt,
ordered by FBI director William Sessions.
Those watching the Plamegate investigation hope Fitzgerald is the 'real deal' and not
just providing a neo con dog and pony show, but sources claim the investigation is
now meticulously looking into bank swindles by the Bush-Clinton mob, amounting
to more than a trillion dollars, involving money earmarked for the U.S. Treasury.
And bank account records - tracing more than $750 billion of missing or stolen
money - have already provided as public record by Leo Wanta, the former U.S.
Treasury agent assigned by Sessions to put the finger on Rich. (See accounts listed
below).
In a telephone conversation Friday, Wanta said he still keeps the official 1993 Rich
arrest warrant, as proof-positive the events took place as he reported.
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However, in a strange turn of events, Wanta was jailed for his efforts, placed for
134 days in a Swiss dungeon, as Rich was allowed to slip free in a move, according
to Wanta, leading to the theft of hundreds of billions- if not trillions - of U.S.
Treasury funds by the Bush-Clinton mob.
After Wanta was framed and put in jail, reports linking Hillary Clinton to dipping
into the Wanta-controlled accounts were recently verified by overseas investigators.
Investigators claim the First Lady travelled to Grenada, ordering a bank transfer
from Bank Crozier Limite, Grand Anse P.O. Box 1005, St George's Grenada, West
Indies.
Although the amount Clinton pilfered is unknown, estimates are she withdrew
approximately $250 milliion from a Leo Wanta-controlled account, an account to be
transferred to the U.S. Treasury listed under Marvelous Investment Limited, bank
account number A/C 374-250.
Wanta, released form a long jail term last October, also said this week in a
telephone conversation he has provided new information to overseas investigators in
an effort to uncover even more of the stolen money, as he is fast on the trail on the
vast sum of money with the help of foreign investigators and sophisticated computer
software
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$27.5 Trillion Dollar Man
Still Trying To
Recover US Funds
By Greg Szymanski
6-22-6
Leo Wanta, the man put in a Swiss dungeon and jailed for more than 10 years on a
bogus Wisconsin income tax charge, is still making waves and shaking up the
international banking community as he attempts to recover more $27.5 trillion
earmarked for the U.S. Treasury.
According to the former U.S. Treasury agent under President Ronald Reagan, the
money has now grown to more than $70 trillion since first accumulated in 1989 in
sophisticated financial scheme concocted by U.S. officials.
The scheme was put into place and perfected by Wanta who, along with several
other financial whizzes, worked their banking magic to destabilize the Russian
currency and flatten the old Soviet Union into financial submission at the end of the
Cold War.
Wanta's methods worked so well he received high praise from Reagan, but was back
stabbed by former President George H. Bush who wanted to erase Wanta from the
picture, making way for the Bush crime family and others to pilfer the money.
Instead of the enormous amount of money being returned to taxpayers for furthering
American prosperity, the money was left overseas in financial limbo for the "Bush
buzzards" to cherry pick, observers saying the money being used for clandestine
operations furthering the underworld of the New World Order.
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Although Wanta still remains trustor of the vast sum of money, along the way he
paid the ultimate prices, nearly being killed in several occasions, as well as spending
almost a year in a Swiss jail and then being jailed in Wisconsin.
On his release about a year ago, Wanta then set out to recover the money, using the
authority of a 2003 federal court decision he filed wile being incarcerated in order
try and protect the money and his reputation from the Clinton and Bush criminals,
who were allegedly using the money for their own clandestine purposes.
Although the case was thrown dismissed based on sovereign immunity, Wanta
received the affirmations from the federal judge he sought, as Judge Bruce Lee
acknowledged the assests existed and were in Wanta's control as lawful trustor,
adding that Wanta's proper avenue for redress was through a federal court of
collections.
Armed with the Judge Lee's advice, Wanta then set out in earnest about six months
ago to recover the money which was now scattered in numerous overseas banks,
many denying the existence of the money while others claimed they were told by
CIA officials that Wanta was no longer living.
In a further effort to raise public awareness of the importance of this story, Wanta
appeared on Greg Szymanski's radio show, The Investigative Journal, several times,
as well as having his story written up in depth in the Arctic Beacon.
Previously, explosive story had been shunned by the mainstream press since it was
too hot to handle for the compromised American media even though it clearly
showed how corrupt officials and banking institutions were pilfering trillions of
dollars of the people's money.
For rest of story and more informative articles, go to www.arcticbeacon.com
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